, Uk""'~· poott"d ""= foood eo eogeo oodfeoce Foo fJ>efo pmdod, ~e prekeod. PJfuoogh <he rombeo hundred cards for sale on any particular date. Narrowing the search to a particular town such as Hattiesburg still usually nets between twelve and thirty-one results.
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Developing a solid collection of postcards via EBAY can be fairly simple. The most common cards from Hattiesburg, for example, are offered at least once a month and within a few months the potential collector or archivist could easily collect a base group of fifty or so cards. The starting bid on a card is often less than $5.00 per card, including shipping, which makes the cards relatively inexpensive. Rare cards, however, can be quite costly. Bidding on items frequently reaches $10.00, $20.00, and sometimes even $50.00 for nicely illustrated cards, cards from the era 1900-1917, or unique photographic views. Although collectors interested in the locale are usually the main competition in bidding, genre collectors such as those who collect specific views, like train stations or libraries can sometimes also elevate the final price. Bids on postcard groups can sometimes net great bargains, but the bidder usually has to compete with dealers hoping to buy the collection and resell the cards one by one to achieve greater profit.
The physical condition of a majority of the cards offered for sale are excellent, although bidders should look closely at the scanned images for folds, feathering, or blemishes, which diminishes the value and makes preservation more difficult. Most sellers will gladly respond to questions, although it should be kept in mind that some sellers may know little or nothing about grading an image for quality, while others may be experts in the postcard field and be able to not only grade the card, but interpret its printing date and origin as well.
But why should archivists develop a postcard collection? First of all, images contained in picture postcards can divulge information such as the design and scale of buildings, the change of landscapes over time, and the rate at which new technologies were introduced into society. Postcard images can also be used to document regional variations in architecture and style. 5 Virtually every city in the United States is captured in this collection, and Hattiesburg is no exception, as over one-hundred and fifty of these cards feature images of the "Hub City." Combined with the number of postcards produced by smaller companies, somewhere between two-hundred and fifty and three-hundred postcards are known to exist of Hattiesburg and Camp Shelby, a narrowly focused geographic area. Since a majority of these postcards frequently appear for sale on EBAY, archivists in similar sized cities should find a similar number of postcards exist which document their locale. Unique stories also emerge as the archivist delves into the usefulness of postcards as primary sources. Perhaps the best known card entrepreneur in the Hattiesburg area was D. B. Henley, whose views date to at least 1903. Little is known of Henley, but in 1905 he is listed in the Hattiesburg City Directory as a photographer.
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For reasons which are unknown, Henley produced a large number of cards in the first decade of the ceqtgry, and then abruptly left the trade. Many of the early photographs of Hattiesburg in circulation today can be attributed to Henley and have remained for posterity because of the wide distribution which they achieved. Not only were Henley's black and white photographs made into cards, but many of the same images were reprinted using hand coloring techniques during the first two decades of the twentieth century.
In summary, the postcards of the twentieth century can prove to be valuable primary sources, both for the images they often contain and the messages with which they are inscribed. A wide variety of postcards depicting almost every city in the nation are available on online auction sites such as EBAY, often at nominal prices. Archivists, museum curators, collectors, and cultural researchers can use these online services as a place to procure primary source documents about the past. Once considered a token gift sent to a family member, researchers now utilize the postcard as a true primary source, ready to yield information if consulted, but only if they are actively collected by archival institutions. 
